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Cookie Policy

A cookie is a small data file that is dropped on your computer, tablet, or phone (techy people call these
“terminals”) by a website when you visit it. The purpose of this Cookie Policy is to inform you about the
cookies, trackers, and other tools (we’ll call them all “cookies” for short) that Meero.com uses when you
visit the website and/or platform.

There are five main categories of cookies – strictly necessary cookies, performance cookies, functional
cookies, targeting cookies and Social Media cookies.

Strictly necessary cookies enable and facilitate basic website functions; like navigation from page to page
or security. The website can’t function without them. These cookies do not store any personally
identifiable information.

Functional cookies enable a website to remember the things you want; like if you would like to use the
chatbot to communicate with us, your language preference or region. You will be asked to give your
consent before we drop these cookies.

Performance cookies help us to understand how you and other visitors interact with our websites. They
may be used to know which pages are the most and least popular and see how visitors stroll around the
site. Most of this information is collected pseudonymously. That means the information that is
communicated to us consists of only a number (i.e. “10,000 people are on Meero.com right now”) (and
not “Fran Fine, Maxwell Sheffield, and CC Babcock all read the Meero.com Cookie policy at 12:35 pm
today”).  You will be asked to give your consent before we drop these cookies.

Targeting cookies may be set through our site by our advertising partners to understand your interests.
The goal is to show users ads that are tailored to and relevant to each individual user. You will be asked to
give your consent before we drop these cookies.

Social Media cookies are capable of tracking your browser across other sites and building up a profile
based on your interests. You will be asked to give your consent before we drop these cookies.

Meero.com uses the following cookies:

Cookie Category Cookie Provider
Strictly necessary cookies Meero

Cookielaw
Formeden

Functional cookies Meero
scout-cdn.salesloft.com
Unsplash
Stripe
script.hotjar.com



Vimeo
Intercom

Performance cookies Meero
serve.albacross.com
Giphy
statcounter.com
trackcmp.net
cdn4.mxpnl.com
script.hotjar.com

Targeting cookies js.hull.io
bidswitch.net
Youtube
assets.ub-analytics.com
Linkedin
Yahoo
adnxs.com
343efee9.web.hullapp.io
AdRoll
serve.albacross.com
pubmatic.com
Facebook
Meero
taboola.com
doubleclick.net
scout.salesloft.com
Bing
Outbrain
casalemedia.com
343efee9.hullapp.io
3lift.com
openx.net

Social Media cookies Meero

Additionally, if you have a User Account on the Meero.com Platform, Meero uses the following cookies:

Cookie Category Cookie Provider
Strictly necessary cookies Meero
Functional cookies Meero
Performance cookies Meero

statcounter.com
Targeting cookies script.hotjar.com

js.hull.io
Facebook
Youtube
Linkedin
343efee9.web.hullapp.io
343efee9.hullapp.io



You can withdraw your consent at any time for cookies you have previously agreed to by deleting the
cookies on your computer or other device, and then choosing from the options presented the next time
you visit Meero.com.

Each browser has a different setup to delete cookies. Further details regarding your cookie settings can
be found on your browser's help menu, for instance:

- Internet Explorer:
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/delete-and-manage-cookies-168dab11-0753-043
d-7c16-ede5947fc64d ;

- Safari: https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201265 ;
- Chrome: https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647 ;
- Firefox: https://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/clear-cookies-and-site-data-firefox.

For more detailed information on the processing of your personal data when using this website, we invite
you to consult our Privacy Policy.
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